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Question I


Use the function of two independent variables x andy,


f(xY)=f+4rY-&+4Y-9


(a) Find all the first and second orderpartial derivatives.


(b) Find the stationary poin(s) of the function.


(c) Classi& the stationarypoint(s) of the function.


(4 marks)


(4 marks)


(4 marks)


Question 2


Consider the differential equation


il -' - *Ji, where />0,d*-''
with the initial conditiony :0.427. when x: 0.3.


(a) Use Euler mid-point method with step size 0.01 to calculate an approximate
value fory(0.31) accurate to 6 decimal places, wherefix) is the solution of the
equation satisffing the given initial condition.


(5 marks)


O) Using a computer program to calculate an approximation I(0.4), for y(0.4) by
the Euler-trapezoidal method, the following values for I(0.4) were obtained for
two different step sizes.


Steo size r0.4)
0.05 0.s5r536
0.02 0.551521


Estimate the upper bound of the step size which would give an approximation to
y{0.4) accurate to 6 decimal places, when used in the Euler-trapezoidal method.


(7 marks)








?.


Question 3


(a) Sketch the region in the r.y-plane bounded bf th1 ltnes x = l, ! = , *O 
r4:Jall;


' 
." tt: '


(b) Evaluate the area integral f" (r' - y\dA , where S is the region in the
rry-plane bounded by the lines x = L,!: 1 and the curvey:v * l.


(9 marks)


Question 4


(a) Considerthethreedimensionalsurfacegivenby,


2nt -3ry-4x=7


Determine a unit vector normal to the surface at the point (1,-1,2).
(4 marks)


O) Consider the scalar fietd given by,


.f (x,y,4=*yz+ +x*


Determine the directional derivative of this scalar field/at the point (1, -2, -l),
and in the direction 2i_i_2b- 


(5 marks)


(c) A vector field is given by,


B(x, y, z) = 3xy* i + 2xf i - ly, k


Determine the divergence of F at the point (1, -1, 1).
(4 marks)








Question 5


The function/is defined onttre interval [0, a] by


f (t)= lsin (r)l


is to be represented by a Fourier series ofthe form


r (t) = Ao * 2n, -{T)* ir,'*(ry)
(a) Describe the definitions of the odd and even extensions of/that have period 2n


and sketch their graphs in the interval pn,2nl.
(8 marks)


(b) Find the coefficients 4 of the Fourier series of the odd extension of/ for the
case r:1 and for r > l.


(4 marks)


(c) Calculate the first coeffrcient, r{0, of the Fourier series of the even extension of
f.


(4 marks)


(d) Show that the coefficients l, of the Fourier series ofthe even extension of/is
given by


a = 2[(-r)'+-r)' Iz(l -r') )
(9 marks)


Hi*: You moyfind the ffigornmetric identities hetpful.


cos d, sn $t = | sin(a + nt - lsir(a- f)t
sin a, sin ft = f cos(a - P)t - lcos(a+ f)t








Question 6


This question concems the partial differential equation


O2u Ozu
-=*- = UAx' Ay'


0<x1L,0<.y<*


where u(xy) is a function of the two variables x and y. The solution satisfies the
boundary conditions u(0$ = 0 and u(L$: 0o where I is a given constant length.
Following the method of separation of variables we write u(xy) = X(x)I(x), where -f,
and Iare both functions of a single vmiable.


(a) Show that the function Xsatisfies the differe,ntial equation


X' * H(:O


For some constant &. What boundary conditions mustthe functionXsatisS?
(7 marks)


(b) Explain how these boundary conditions place a restriction on the sign of ft.
(6 marks)


(c) Solve the boundary value problem for the function X, and state what possible
values the constant fr can take.


(5 marks)


(d) Find a differential equation that the function Imust satis$.
(2 marks)


the corresponding solution for the


(3 marks)


(f) Write down a family of solutions ur{xy) to the partial dilTerential equation that
also satis$ the boundary conditions.


(2 marks)


Question 7


Consider the scalar field U(x,y,4: *f i .


(a) Find grad U.
(3 marks)


O) Calculate the rate of change of U atthe point (1,1,-l) in the direction of the unit
1..


vector -7(i-j+k).
a/J


(4 marks)


(e) For each possible value of ft find
function I.








fi


Now, considerthe tw'o vector fields


Fr (r,.y, z7'; titP*+y) i + Gyi + g i + *fzk
Fz (ay, z)=2yi


which are detind overthe whole ofthreedimemsional space.


(c) ShowthatthevectorfieldFr isconssrvative.


(d) Show that the conservetive vector field Fr may be ocpressed as


Fr =-grrd gr ,


where gr is the scalar field


gr(x,!,2)=- **f* -*y
(5 marks)


(e) I.e/..C bethe oircle


.r:cosr, y=sinr, z=A ASt<zrt


Evaluete


$" Fr 'dr'
(6 ma*s)


(0 Caa there be a scalar field pz such that Fr = - grud 92? Give the reason for
your answer.


.l r:+:"'l- i .iTl l


(5 muks)








Question 1


For the function of trro independent variables x andy,


f (xy)=(1-.l)sin(y) (0<xs1, 0 <y<r).


(a) Find all the fust and second orderpartial derivatives.
(5 marks)


(b) Determine the thre stationary points in the given interval for x andy.
(5 marks)


(c) Classifrthe stationarypointatr = l,!:n
(3 marks)


Qumtion 2


The method of separation of variables is to be used to find solutions of the partial
differential equation


yr*=ry (o<x< l), (/>o)
dc- oy


which can be e4pressed as a product of functions of one variable in the form
U(xt) = X(x) Y(y).


(a) Showthat Ip) must satisff an ordinary differential equation of the form,


dY-;= W'Y
dy


for constant p' 
(5 marks)


(b) Find the general solution for the ftnction I(y).
(3 marks)


(c) Write down the corresponding ordinary differential equation which X(r) must
satisff.


(3 marks)








(d) Suppose that U(xy) satisfies the boundary conditions


U(0,y)=0 and U(l,y):0


for all values of y. Find the corresponding boundary conditions for the
functionx(x)' 


(2 marks)


Question 3


(a) Sketch the region S in the .qy-plane bounded by the inequalities,


.r) 0, .y> o, I +f sl.
(4 marks)


(b) Evaluate the area integral f *, *,
s


where S is the region in the r/-plane bounded by the inequalities in (a).
(8 marks)


Qumtion 4


(a) Consider the oontour curve given by,


*y +?scz= 4 .


Find a unit vectorperpendicular to the curve at the point (2,*2,3).
(4 marks)


(b) Consider &e scalar field


.ffx,y, z)=3iy-y3* .


Find the maximum value of the derivative of this scalar field / at the point
(|fl,-l'), and aunit vectorthat specifies the direction in which this maximum
value occurs 


(5 marks)


(c) A vector field is given by,


F(x,.y, 4=lzi-Z)S* i+ xfzk.


Find the divergence of the vector field at the point (1, -1, 1).
(3 marks)








Question 5


Consider the differential equation


with the initial condition,y = I when r = 0.


(c)


Use the Euler-fapezoidal method with step size h = 0.1 to calculate m
approximate value forfO.2) to six decimal places.


(10 marks)


The exact value of y(9.2) to five decimal plases is 1.19694. By using this
value and the result of (a), estimate the step srze h, to two significant figures,
that would be necessary to give an accuracy of six decimal places in an
approximation toy(0.2) obtained by the Euler-trapezoidal method.


(7 marks)


Determine the largest value of x, to two significant figures, for which the
Euler-trapezoidal metho{ with a step size of h = 0.1 is absolutely stable as a
method of finding an approximation to the above particular solution.


(8 marks)


Q:t-lv
dx


(a)


o)








Question 6


The periodic function/defined on the interval [0,1] by


f(t)=t*t'
It is to be represented by a Fourier series ofthe form


(b)


(a)


(c) Show that the coeffrcients in the
given by


)
B, =Z , (r: 1, 2,....) .


1T


r (t) = Ao * 2u, 
*"(T)* ia *(ry)


Write down the definitions of the even and odd extensions of f that have a
perid of 2, and sketch their graphs on the interval L-2,21.


(8 marks)


Show that the coefficients in the Fourier series for the even extension are
given by


'4"=;, ffid 4='(ryo), (r= l, 2,"") '
(8 marks)


Fourier series for the odd extension are


(5 marks)


(d) Given that you can only compute a finite number of terms, would you expect
the Fourier sine series or Fourier cosine series to grve a better approximation
to the original function / on the interval [0,1]? Briefly explain the reasoning
behind your answer.


(4 marks)








Quetion 7


Consider the vector field


f (;ry, 2) = (X+ 3/) i + (3r - 2r) i - 2(y + z) k


rndrich is defrred ovqthe whole of tMirnensional spacel


"' ' (a) Evaluate directly the scalar linb"integraf f"'f i'di;'ri,here C is the path from
the point (0,0,0) to the point 11, l, 1) defined by the parametric equations


x:t, !-t, z:t (0SrS l).
(9 marks)


(b) Show that the v@tor field F is conservative.
(6 marks)


(c) Show that the conservative vector field X'may be orpressed as
:


p =_grad L,,
, .r I ., -.


where Uis the scalar field


(J(x,y, z): -i -3xy + 2y + I .
(6 marks)


(d) Evalu* the scalar line integral I" *. dr, where-@ point


x=t, !:t, z=t, (-l<rSl). r


1. -








Question I


Consider the differential equation


* =^O+ 1)y, r,(1)= 
1.


It is intended to find a value of yQ) using a numerical method.


(a) Suggest a suitable step size for which the Euler-trapezoidal method is absolutely
stable in the required range.


(6 marks)


(b) What is the largest suitable step size for which the classical fouith-order Runge-
Kutta method is absoltrtely stable in the required range?


(4 marks)


(c) How many function evaluations are needed in each method if the maximum
permitted step size for stability is chosen in each case to obtairi avalue of fiz).


(2 marks)


Question 2


For the function of trvo independent variables x andy,


f (x,y)=.f + ?4? *sl + sf + l-
(a) Find all the firstand second orderpartial derivatives.


(a marks)


Show that there are two stationary points of the function lying on the x-anis.
(4 marks)


(c) Classify all fte stationuy points found in part (b).
(a marks)


(b)








Question 3


Consider the partial diffe,rential equation


O2u I Au
*=;a


where a is a positive constant, subject to boundary conditions


u(0, t) = u(rc, t) = 0, , > 0.


Using the method of separation of variables, the solutions of the partial differential
equation can be expressed as a product of firnctions of one variable in the form,


u()c,t) = X(x) Kt).


(a) Show thatX(r) must satisfy an ordinary differential equation of the form,


X"(x)- pX(x)=0


for some constantp. What boundary conditions mustX(x) also satisfy?
(4 marks)


O) Write down the corresponding ordinary differential equation which (r) must
satisfy.


(3 marks)


(c) Whenp =-* <0, show thatthe solution which I(r) must satisff is given by,


T\t)= C exP(- at?t)


where C is an arbitary constant.
(6 marls)


Question 4


(a) Sketch the tiangle in the rTrplane formed by the lines y = 0, ! = -* + 1 and
r=0.


(3 marks)


(b) Evaluatethe surface integral * (x' y) dA ,


where 
^9 


is the triangle in the.rpplane formed by the lines y = 0, ! = -v + I and
x= 0.


(10 marks)








Quection 5


Thefimction / is defind onthe interval [0,U by


f{t)=, 0 SrS 1.


(a) Writ€ down the definition of the sr€n extension of /
sketoh the graph of the function in the interval [-3,3].


tha lms period 2 utd


(4 ma*s)


(b) Calculate the first coefficient,16 of the Fourier series of the even extension of
f.


(4 marks)


(c) Show thd th€ re,maining coefficiens of the Fourier series of the eve,n e:<tension
of ,f, are given by,


A,- *;bo"(rfl-l) 
(r= 1,2,3,.....)


Hint Youmay find the identity helpful.


cosatdt=;f,t*, d+fi{naty+g 
(Tmarks)


(d) lrlor;,umite doum the definition of the addo:mension of / that has period 2 and
sketch the gaph of the fimstion in the interval [-3,3J.


(4 marks)


(e) Show that the coefficients of *re Fourier series of the odd extension of / are
givenby


a
pr= o 1-1f+r (r-1,2,3,.....)


Hint: Yaiiray find &e identity hplpftl.


[tsina ttr= ]O, at 
- atcos ar) + C


(6 marks)








Qrestion 6


(a) Considerthescalarfield (I(x,y,z)=xfS .


(i) Find grrd Uatthepoint(3,2,L).
(5 mad-rs)


(ii) Calculate the rate of change of U at the point (3,2,1) in the direction of
theunitvector ?i + +i - ;k


(a marks)


.' (iii) i rk*rmine the unit vector in ths dirfftion in which the rate of change of
i thesoalarfiil Uatttrep6im{3r,1)is,amaximnm.,i :


(4 ntarks)


CI) Now,oonsiderthevectorfield


$(x,y,4=xli-rui+r?k


which are defmd ovtr the whole of thrce-dimensional space.


(i) Evaluate the scalar h1; inteeral J f .arof the vector field along the
path Cdefinedby the pararretic equations


z=?,,,, (q,<r< l).. x=.Zt, !=-t*
1; t., :l:.: : i# i, : I i. ,'li ,::1' l:r', ,.+: ,,.,: 'n*h :i*L.,poi*tO,Op) 


td;"thd$,oiaf,1Z, t, t$ ., ,, .::1 ri: i;'r; *i' :;:.i
(8 marks)


(ii), - {sthe vector field conservative? Give thereason for your an$rer.
(4 ma*s)








Qrestion I


Consider tlre differential equation


fr =,.*Ji *, , wherev> o,
,with the initial condition y = 3. I whm r = 1.5.


(a) Use Euler's rnethod with st€p size 0.0I to calculate an approximate value for
y(1.51) whene y is the solution of the differentiat equation satis&ing the givor
initial condition.


(5 marks)


(b) Use the Euler-midpoint method with step size 0.01 to caleulate an approximate
value for{1.51).


(7 marks)


Question 2


For the function of trro independent 


Yr* 
x and y,


f{x,y)=41-6iy+**tzy.
(a) Find all tlre first and secomd order partial derivatives. 


(3 marks)


(b) Find all the tlree stationarypoints ofthe fimction.
: (3 marks)


(c) ClassiS alt the stationary points found in part O).
: (6 marks)








Question 3


The question is concerned with the vibrations of a taut string, which are well modelled
by the wave equation


Ozu I 02u
a*'=7 aF


subject to boundary conditions


u(0, t): il(tr, /) : 0, , > 0.


(a) Use the method of separation of variables, with u(x, t): X(x)T(t), to show that
the function X satisfies the differential equation


X"'1tX =0 -.--- (l)


for some constantp. What boundary conditions mustXalso satisff?
(6 marks)


(b) Show that the non-trivial solutions to Equation (1) satisfring the boundary
conditions when p = - * < 0, are


X(x):8 sinfgl
\L)


and state clearly what values p is allowed to take.
Note:Yoa are expected to derive this solution.


(7 marks)


Question 4


(a) Sketch the triangle in the ry-plane formed by the lines y :0o !: x - I and
x:2.


(3 marks)


O) Evaluate the surface integral {"{r' * y2)il4,


where Sis the triangle in the;ry-plane formed by the lines y : 0, !:r- I and
x:2' 


(lo marks)








Question 5


, : frt\=lsin(rd)
is to be rqrcsenEd by a Forier series ofthe form


.i


@


frn * Aa t Z@,cos(rcor) +.8, sin(rc1)) ..- r=l
(a) Sketch the gaph of the ftnction in the interval IA,2l.


rarks)(3 rn


':' : 1 - i


(b) Find the fundamental period of the function. State whether the function is an
odd or even fonction, or neither.' , (3,ruuks)


(c) ,Showtral.Ao : :, andevaluatetl,leothercoeffisislrtslratd"Br. i '
lt


: ',: i (12 marks)


Z4r" -l 3 15 35 63 2
0 marks)








Questiotr 6


This question is concerned witr the vector field


g = {lry * b?+ z)i + (f + "y)i+.rk .


(O Evaluate directly the scalar line integral { f . at , where C is the path from
the point (0,0,0) to the p,oint (1,1,1) defined by the paranrefic equations


' x:t, !=?, z:f (osrs 1).
(10 marlcs)


O) Showthatthe veotor field F is conservatine 
(6 marks)


(c) Show thd the conservative vector field X'may be expressed as
p = _gr*d U


whete Uisthe soalar field


(Xx,y,d=-ly* t4? -xz+l .
(5 marks)


(d) Using the scalar fietd U, ve, ifi your answer to the scalar line integral
{- f . ah found in (a).r 


(4 marks)


'ir'{':'.r'.:i I r








Question I


Consider the differential equation


Q= x(r_l),
&


with the initial condition fll) = 0.


Use,


(a) Euler-midpointmethod, and (6 marks)


O) Euler-tapezoidal metho{ (6 marks)


with step size 0.1 in each case, to obtain approximate values for y(1.1). Give your
;.answers to 6 decimal places.


Question 2


For the function of two independent variables.x *dy,


f (xy):31 *zfy * f -y.
(a) Find all the first and second orderpartial derivatives.


(b) Find all the three stationary points of the function.
(c) Classift all the stationary points found in part O).


(3 marks)


(3 marks)


(6 marks)








Question 3


Consider the diffusion function 0(x,t) for temperature variation along a rod of length L,
which satisfies the partial di{Ierential equation


+=l+ (o<x<r, ,>o)dx' k 0t
where fr is a positive constant subject to the boundary conditions,


&0,t)=e(L,/)=0, ,>0.


Using the method of separation of variables, the solutions of the partial differential
equation can be expressed as a product of functions of one variable in the fonn,


o(x,t) = x(x) rG)


(a) Show thatX(r) must satisff an ordinary differential equation of the form,


X'(x)-N@)=0 "--'--(1) (4marks)


for some constantp. What boundary conditions mustX(x) also satisfr?


O) Write down the corresponding ordinary differential equation which
I(r) must satisfy. (3 marks)


(c) Find the non-trivial solutions to Equation (l) satisffing the boundary
conditions, stating clearly what valuesp is allowed to take. (6 marks)


Question 4


(a) Sketchtheparabold,!:t-*intheinterval[-1, U. (3marks)


(b) Find the area integraf l"y' dt4,whereS is the region bounded by the
x-axisandtheparabol4y =l-i. (lOmarks)








Question 5


The periodic tunction / defined by


f(t)=lsinrl


is to be represented by a Fourier series of the form


r(t) =,Eo * t e, *'(ry) . I u "^(ry)
(a) Sketch the graph of the function in the,intervalf)n,2nl. (3 marks)


O) Write down the smallest possible value of the period r and the corresponding
' fundamental angular frequency ar of the functionflr). State whether the


function is an odd or even function, or neither. (a marks)


(c) Evaluate the coefficients As, A, and & in the Fourier series. (12 marks)


(d) By using the Fourier wries, show that


11111
n* 4,, -L- 6, i* S, -l 


+ ""'= 2 
(6marks)


Hint: You mryfind the trigonometric identities lrelpful.


cos ar sin& = {sin(c + f) x - } sin(a - f) x
sinar sinpr= |cos(c -f)x - f cos(c + fi)x








:__ 
_-Trt! iryr :.7 Fl


Question 6


(a) Evaluate directly ths scalar line integrat J, f . dr ofthe vector field


F(x,y, z) = ?.2(xz+y) i + (?*z + lf'l i + ?.tc(xz + y)k


along the path C from the point (0,0,0) to the point (1,1,1) defrned by
the parametric equations


x=f , !:?, z=t (Osrs 1). (l0marks)


O) By using a test involving the cud of a vector field, show that the
vector field F(x,y, z) defined in part (a) is conservative. (6 marks)


(c) Considerthescalarfield i(x,y,4 = i* * 2xyz * y3,


showthat gnd / =F,


where F is the conservative vector field defined in part (a). (5 marks)


(d) Using the scalar potential / defined in part (c), veriff your answer to
part (a). (4 marks)
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